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LITERACY #1:  Reading at Home: 

 

Parent Information re: Decoding v’s Comprehension: 

 

In Foundation, students have a strong focus on decoding words (establish what the word says) and begin to de-
velop comprehension skills. While decoding words is still important, grade 1 continues to build their decoding 
skills and focus more on comprehension. Comprehension relates to your child’s understanding of the text and 
what information they are taking away from the text. This, along with decoding skills is then further developed 
in Grades 2 and 3.  As students move through their Primary School years they are using their learnt Decoding 
and Reading Strategies to learn.  That is; the shift is from learning how to read to reading to learn and for enjoy-
ment.  
 
 
 
 
Home reading books are not meant to be challenging. Home reading 
books are intentionally selected at a slightly easier text to enable your 
child the opportunity to practise the decoding and comprehension 
skills being covered in the classroom. 
 
When assessing your child, we assess both their decoding and comprehension. Your child will not be moved on 
to the next stage or level of their reading until they have reached the expected range for both decoding and 
comprehension for their level of reading. If they are moved on too soon then the texts will be too challenging for 
them, which may mean they are not understanding what they are reading.  
 

Please read the attached information sheet as tips for assisting your child with home reading. 
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When it comes to all things digital, 

music is no exception. Students in 

grade six CaP sessions have com-

menced their first term sequencing 

musical arrangements by program-

ming. They write music and play it 

back using a piece of programming 

software called Sonic Pi. Sonic Pi is 

a programming editor for writing 

music with code. In fact, the actual 

programming language is called 

Rudy (it’s a lot like Python). So, chil-

dren compose melody lines, chord 

patterns, bass ostinatos drum se-

quences and much more… with 

code! That also means they are 

coding as well. Music and program-

ming are synonymous in that both 

are arranged algorithmically and 

procedurally. Both are highly lan-

guage based (the language of code, 

music, integers and mathematics) 

which involves reading, writing and 

decoding. Creativity and perfor-

mance feature strongly also. Still, 

there’s a lot to learn. The great 

thing is, students each have their 

own work-station (no waiting) in 

the Lab, so they can progress inde-

pendently and with class peers.   

CaP: Create and Perform 
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Have a look at this piece of Sonic Pi code: It looks like code, right? Well, yes it is 

code but it is also the C major scale with a drum loop chucked in for good meas-

ure. Let’s quickly backward engineer this. The C major scale is composed of 7 

notes plus an eighth: C, D, E, F, G, A, B and C (next octave). It’s usually written on 

the 5 line, treble clef stave for interpretation. So, we can use Sonic Pi to bring this 

to LIFE! With code, we can instruct our computer to set a tempo (110 beats per 

minute in this case), then ‘thread’ the C major 

scale into a function which executes the timed 

pattern of notes in the assigned key/scale. We 

can also reverse the pattern and at the same 

time (concurrency) we can have a percussion os-

tinato hammering out a nice beat. Plug the au-

dio out into a fancy pair of headphones or 

speakers and we get wonderful tonal quality for 

audio output and aural definition.  

When the students have diligently plugged away at Sonic, they like a little RnR 

with some digital art using our WACOM drawing pads, pens and Art Rage. We’ll 

have some digital art sessions to chat about later this year. To find out more about 

Sonic Pi and the free download go to Dr Sam Aaron’s web pages at https://sonic-

pi.net/ and try my ‘Code Bazaar with Mr R’  You Tube channel at https://

www.youtube.com/channel/UCuhKdik_-eMi481QRLRD7xw. Take care,  Altan :)  
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My Name is Nidia. I am from Colombia 

but Australia has been my home for the 

last seven years. I have worked as a Span-

ish and English  Teacher in Columbia and 

in different Early Learning settings whilst 

in Australia.  This year, I am excited to be 

the Spanish LOTE assistant at Taylors 

Lakes Primary School and Reservoir West 

Primary School.  

Teaching and Languages are my passions. 

They are fun and immensely rewarding. 

My hobbies include painting, dance and 

cooking. 
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Taylors Lakes Primary School Community Groups 

and Associations 
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